T o improve operational efficiencies while providing state of the art healthcare services, hospitals rely on information technology enabled physician referral systems (IT-PRS). This study examines learning curves in an IT-PRS setting to determine whether agents achieve performance improvements from cumulative experience at different rates and how information technologies transform the learning dynamics in this setting. We present a hierarchical Bayes model that accounts for different agent skills (domain and system) and estimate learning rates for three types of referral requests: emergency (EM), nonemergency (NE), and nonemergency out of network (NO). Furthermore, the model accounts for learning spillovers among the three referral request types and the impact of system upgrade on learning rates. We estimate this model using data from more than 80,000 referral requests to a large IT-PRS. We find that: (1) The IT-PRS exhibits a learning rate of 4.5% for EM referrals, 7.2% for NE referrals, and 12.3% for NO referrals. This is slower than the learning rate of manufacturing (on average 20%) and more comparable to other service settings (on average, 8%). (2) Domain and system experts are found to exhibit significantly different learning behaviors. (3) Significant and varying learning spillovers among the three referral request types are also observed. (4) The performance of domain experts is affected more adversely in comparison to system experts immediately after system upgrade. (5) Finally, the learning rate change subsequent to system upgrade is also higher for system experts in comparison to domain experts. Overall, system upgrades are found to have a long-term positive impact on the performance of all agents. This study contributes to the development of theoretically grounded understanding of learning behaviors of domain and system experts in an IT-enabled critical healthcare service setting.
Introduction
Over the past few decades the healthcare industry has made giant leaps in providing state of the art healthcare services. Investments in information technology (IT) and systems have been a driver of this transformation (Clancy 2006) . However, during the same time, healthcare costs have been on a steep rise. After accounting for 16% of gross domestic product, healthcare costs have already reached more than $2.1 trillion in 2006 (Carver 2008) . The U.S. Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services has projected the total healthcare spending to be about $4 trillion a year by 2017 (NHEP 2007) .
To combat costs, the healthcare industry is focusing on increasing its operational efficiencies to remain financially viable. To improve their operational efficiencies while delivering state-of-the-art healthcare services, hospitals as well as independent physicians are participating in mutually beneficial joint ventures (Kahn 2006) . Physician referral arrangements are at the core of these joint ventures. (A referral means transferring care of a patient from one physician to another.) These referrals help hospitals in pooling their resources together, which helps in improving economies of scale and productivity, sharing risk and improving access to capital, and diversifying to expand service capabilities and develop new revenue streams (Pizzo and Redd 2006) . A single patient referral has been estimated to generate about $3,000 in revenue, on average (Glen et al. 1987) .
A referral arrangement among physicians requires advanced physician-to-physician coordination for all aspects of referrals, consultations, patient transfers, and access to insurance providers. All of this requires seamless communications, which can be substantially improved through the implementation of IT-enabled physician referral systems (IT-PRS). Indeed, IT-PRS act as the glue in the referral process by providing accurate and timely transfer of patients requiring an escalation of the intensity of care available.
The success of the referral process depends on how human agents can exploit the myriad capabilities provided by the IT-PRS to execute the transfer process seamlessly, using the knowledge of both system functions and medical situations. Given the increasing focus on efficiency in the healthcare sector, it is increasingly important to study agent learning from both practical and theoretical standpoints. From a practical standpoint, such study has implications for reducing operational costs of IT-PRS through the design of better referral request routing algorithms and employee staffing. Past research that investigated differences in learning rates across settings has emphasized the importance of contingency variables that affect learning rates (Dutton and Thomas 1984, Argote et al. 2003) . Motivated by the IT-PRS setting, we propose three new classifications based on (1) the skills of agents: domain (medical) experts; and system experts, (2) time criticality of the task: emergency and non-emergency; and (3) knowledge required to perform the tasks: domain knowledge and system knowledge. From a theoretical standpoint, this study contributes to the understanding of the moderation and interaction effects of these classifications on the learning behavior of individuals. Although extensive research has shown that cumulative experience leads to performance improvement across numerous contexts, the question of whether individuals within an organization learn at different rates has received little attention. The classifications proposed in this study allow us to investigate whether individuals achieve performance improvements from cumulative experience at different rates.
IT-PRS, like most IT-enabled support centers, have several salient characteristics: (1) Each referral request requires both domain and system knowledge.
(2) Agents with diverse skills (primarily domain or system experts) are attracted to this job. (3) Each agent is exposed to a variety of referral requests. (4) IT-PRS undergo occasional system upgrades. These characteristics provide opportunities to explore several important questions relevant for IT-PRS as well as the broader learning curve literature: (1) How do learning rates differ across domain and system experts? (2) How does an intervention such as system upgrade affect the learning rates and performance of domain and system experts? (3) Is the learning rate higher when agents perform a variety of tasks or only one type of task? Answers to these questions would contribute to the development of theoretically grounded understanding of learning behavior of domain and system experts in an IT-enabled critical service setting and beyond.
Building on the learning curve framework, we present a hierarchical Bayes model that accounts for different agent skills (domain and system), and we estimate learning rates for three types of referral requests: emergency (EM), nonemergency (NE), and nonemergency out of network (NO). The model accounts for learning spillovers among the three referral request types and measures the impact of system upgrade on performance as well as learning rates. We estimate this model using data from more than 80,000 requests to a large IT-PRS. Domain and system experts are found to exhibit significantly different learning behaviors. Significant and varying learning spillovers among the three referral request types are also observed. The performance of domain experts is affected more adversely in comparison to system experts immediately after system upgrade. The learning rate change subsequent to system upgrade is also more positive for system experts in comparison to domain experts. Overall, system upgrades are found to have a long-term positive impact on the performance of both domain and system experts. This paper is related to both the IT business value and learning curve literatures. In recent years, research at the process level (e.g., Kekre 2002, Davamanirajan et al. 2006 ) has attempted to model the underlying mechanisms that generate value from targeted IT investments. In particular, some work has emerged that examines the role of organizational learning in IT-based tasks. Ashworth et al. (2004) examined how IT systems might affect organizational learning and thus affect worker productivity in the context of retail remittance processing. Boh et al. (2007) found support for the existence of learning curves in software development. We extend this stream of work in an IT-PRS setting to determine whether agents with different skills achieve performance improvements from cumulative experience at different rates.
This study also makes several contributions to the learning curve literature. While past research has focused primarily on individuals or organizations performing a single type of task (Schillings et al. 2003 are an exception who investigate learning from performing a related task, albeit in an experimental setting), our research setting allows us to investigate learning from performing multiple related tasks simultaneously in a real setting. Moreover, in prior studies workers are considered homogenous in the sense that the learning rate is same for all. In this study, we investigate the heterogeneity in the learning behavior of individuals when they possess different skills but perform the same tasks. While system upgrades to improve performance are ubiquitous, they cause interruptions. This is the first study that models the impact of interruptions with an aim to improve performance on the learning rate of individuals with heterogeneous skills. Although Darr et al. (1995) investigate the impact of interruption on Information Systems Research 22(3), pp. 586-605, © 2011 INFORMS learning, the interruption in their study was caused by idling of manufacturing work and not by process changes aimed at improving performance. Thus this study extends the learning curve framework in several important ways. It (1) allows for learning from multiple activities simultaneously, (2) allows for learning behavior to differ across individuals, and (3) accounts for the impact of interruptions aimed at improving performance on the learning behavior of individuals. As a result, our work also extends the role of learning curves in understanding how productivity in IT-based systems improves over time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our research site. The theoretical background is presented in §3, followed by the model in §4. Section 5 describes the data set. The main results are presented in §6. Section 7 discusses additional results and model robustness checks, followed by our concluding remarks in §8.
Research Site
Our research site is the IT-PRS of one of the leading tertiary healthcare systems in the northeast United States. This healthcare system has operated for more than 100 years and has revenue over $5 billion. It has more than 50,000 employees and 4,000 affiliated physicians. It consists of 20 hospitals, including 2 primary hospitals. The healthcare system has operated one main IT-PRS to coordinate the entire patient transfer process between referring physicians, admitting physicians, a transport team, and all other facilities. The mission of the IT-PRS is to facilitate all types of communications between physicians, institutions, and patients and to provide a single source of contact for physicians and providers with this healthcare system and its components. During the period between 2002 and 2006, more than 5,000 unique physicians referred at least one patient to the system through this IT-PRS. More than 80,000 transfers were made during this period.
Patient Transfer Process
The patient transfer process is initiated when a referring physician calls an IT-PRS agent regarding a patient. The process is completed when the patient is sent for. The complete process can be subdivided into five subprocesses as below.
(a) Acquisition of Patient Medical Information. When the referring physician calls, the agent collects and records relevant medical information related to patients such as medical history, blood pressure, blood type, allergic responses, medical needs, and any relevant information regarding the present medical problem. The agent needs to ensure that all information to be collected for the specific medical problem is obtained. During this step, agents depend upon their own recall of such knowledge from training or prior experience, or they can query a resource database that provides detailed information. Agents also record any other information about preferred physicians, hospitals, and modes of transfer.
(b) Locating Admitting Physician. The agent then acquires contact information about the preferred physician by querying a physician portal. If the preferred physician is not available, she locates another physician who might be able to take the patient. Once an admitting physician is located, she relays all the medical information collected in step (a) to the admitting physician and establishes a communication line between the admitting and referring physicians.
(c) Booking at the Admitting Hospital. The agent contacts the hospital admissions office and follows appropriate procedures to get a bed assigned and verified by the admitting facility.
(d) Arranging for Transportation. The agent then contacts the patient transportation facility office. The transportation facility comprises two distinct officesone for airlifting and another for road transportation. Once appropriate arrangements are made, she informs the referring physician that the admitting facility is ready and the patient can be sent.
(e) Getting Insurance Approval. In case a patient to be transferred does not have a health insurance that pays for the healthcare system, the agent contacts the case management office and the insurer to check whether the medical expense can be covered. If it can be covered, she follows standard procedures; otherwise, the accepting doctor must approve whether the patient can be transferred to the health system. If the patient is to come, the agent completes the transfer process.
However, each patient transfer case might undergo only a subset of the five subprocesses and follow a different sequence. Additionally, the required skills for each subprocess vary depending on the type of ailment, severity of patient conditions, preferences of referring and admitting physicians, etc. At a high level there are three types of transfers that determine the combination and sequence of the subprocesses.
• Emergency (EM) Referral. The first step for an agent is to identify whether a referred patient is under life-threatening emergency. If so, an emergency patient transfer process is initiated. Because time is critical during an emergency transfer, a patient is immediately sent for (process (d)) after all the important patient-related information is obtained (process (a)). By law, the healthcare facility must admit a patient under life-threatening emergency, independent of health insurance. An agent subsequently follows a procedure for booking a bed (process (c)).
• Nonemergency (NE) Network Patient Referral. This is a patient transfer case where a patient is not critically ill and does not require an immediate transfer. An agent first collects all relevant information (process (a)), contacts the admitting physician (process (b)), and follows the procedures for booking (process (c)). Once an accepting facility is ready, the referring hospital is notified to send the patient (process (d)).
• Nonemergency Out-of-Network (NO) Referral. The agent first collects all relevant information (process (a)), then an additional subprocess (process (e)) is followed to determine whether a patient is covered by her insurance or if she is to be admitted to the healthcare system without coverage. This is followed by the procedures for contacting the admitting physician (process (b)), making booking arrangements (process (c)), and making transportation arrangements for the patient (process (d)).
Main Systems
The agents in the IT-PRS use four main systems to complete their tasks.
• Web-Interfaced Relational Database System for Call Logging. Agents log all the information related to patient transfer in their Web-interfaced relational database system.
• Mainframe Database for Online Booking. Prior to 2005, agents and admitting facilities used to fax documents back and forth to create bookings. The call center deployed a mainframe database to share information and increase efficiencies by removing the faxing of documents back and forth in 2005.
• Physician Portal. The physician portal provides centralized access to accurate, up-to-date contact information for physicians and locations within the healthcare facilities as well as their work hours and preferred mode of communication: pager, fax, email, or phone.
• Medical Resource Database. The medical resource database is an extensive resource for seeking a variety of medical information. It provides information about the basic medical information that needs to be collected for each patient and for each specific problem.
While all three types of referrals require medical knowledge as well as system knowledge, they differ 
in the extent to which each is required. In comparison to NE and NO, EM referrals call for the least amount of system use because they require the fewest number of steps. However, they require more detailed medical information. The NO referrals have the maximum level of system usage because they involve the highest number of steps. Overall task complexity is highest for NO referrals because they involve extra coordination with case management, referring, and accepting physicians and hospitals. The overall coordination complexity of this process can be gauged by the fact that an agent has to make on average more than 30 calls for a single transfer. Compared to other types of referrals, an EM referral is completed under the greatest level of time pressure. When responding to EM referral requests, agents tend to remember the patient-related medical information that needs to be collected to save time. In comparison, NE and NO referrals provide the agents opportunity to access the system to find or confirm the medical information that needs to be collected. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the three referral types.
System Upgrade
In 2005, this IT-PRS went through a major system upgrade to improve the efficiency of the booking process. Prior to the system upgrade, the booking system involved an IT-PRS agent calling a hospital booking agent to get information about bed availability. The agent would continue contacting hospitals until she would find a bed available. The next step involved faxing documents back and forth between the hospital booking agent and the IT-PRS agent. This whole process was taxing and could take quite some time. The system upgrade was intended to eliminate the manual effort and improve the booking process because it would not require faxing the documents. The IT-PRS installed a mainframe database to which both the IT-PRS and hospital agents had access. The IT-PRS agents could enter information online, and hospital booking agents were able to access the information immediately. However, the confirmation from the hospital side was not always automatic and could vary from one department to another and across hospitals. Before the upgrade, the confirmation from the hospital typically would be included in the return fax. After the upgrade, the confirmation process differed from one department to another. In sum, although the manual process of data exchange (by fax) was eliminated, the new process was more variable and less standardized.
IT-PRS Agents
The IT-PRS aims to employ agents with sufficient medical knowledge and system experience. However, it is difficult to recruit agents who have both types of knowledge and who want to work at the IT-PRS. Currently, most agents have either paramedic 1 or call center backgrounds. Once employed, the agents go through on-the-job training by peer agents for 12 weeks. The formal training includes a certificate program that covers basic communication skills, which is completed within 30 days of employment. Agents also take two weeks' training related to using database systems and learning and memorizing medical information. A great deal of care is taken to ensure that all agents can perform their tasks flawlessly. At the beginning, paramedics, owing to their medical knowledge, emerge as domain experts, whereas agents with call center experience emerge as system experts due to their system usage skills. We will use the terms domain and system experts (instead of agents with prior domain and system experience) to simplify our exposition.
Performance Metric
We measure the amount of time it takes for an IT-PRS agent to resolve a referral request. As our metric of performance, we take the weekly average duration time for referral request resolution for each type of referral. Similar metrics have been used in related studies (Kim et al. 2005) . Note that the IT-PRS maintained high quality consistently throughout our timeframe with little or no fluctuations. It has established strict quality controls to ensure top-quality performance. As mentioned earlier, a new agent undergoes a 12-week rigorous training involving communication skills, IT systems operations, process training, domain knowledge, and appropriate rules and regulations. There is rarely any serious mistake made by the IT-PRS agents. However, if there is any mistake, the customer (in this case, the physician or the hospital) immediately contacts the IT-PRS manager to resolve the mistake. While a mistake by an agent can lead to loss of life or lower quality of care, our discussion at the research site showed no such grave mistakes during the period of study (note the requests made by referral agents are also checked by hospital agents for accuracy). Less than 1% of referrals are ever referred back to the manager. A great majority of these complaints refer to delay in processing. A second major reason for dissatisfaction relates to the level courtesy shown by the agents to physicians. Hence, referral quality also increases as the average duration time for referral resolution decreases.
Call Routing
This IT-PRS automatically routes an incoming call to the first available agent, subject to common requirements of load distribution across agents and other scheduling constraints. An implication of this call routing mechanism is that each agent gets to resolve the three types of referrals, irrespective of her specific expertise. This provides an excellent opportunity to study how individuals learn from performing related tasks.
Literature and Theory Development
In recent years IS researchers have started exploring the issues at the intersection of IT and healthcare. The focus has been the business value of IT and issues related with the adoption and usage of IT in healthcare. Devaraj and Kohli (2003) investigate the performance impact of IT in hospitals. Menon and Lee (2000) explore the trade-off between cost containment by reducing IT spending and production performance enhancement by investing in IT in hospitals before and after regulatory changes. Kohli and Kettinger (2004) find that the use of IT can provide greater transparency and reduce clinical procedural costs. Angst and Agarwal (2009) study physicians' adoption of electronic health record systems. Tong et al. (2008) investigate system usage in a public hospital.
In this paper, we build on the nascent literature on healthcare and IT and study how agents with different skills achieve performance improvements from cumulative experience at different rates in the context of the physician referral process. In this section, we discuss the relevant learning curve research, and explain how different agent types execute different referrals. We then consider how learning rates might differ across agents and referrals. Finally, we examine the impact of systems upgrade on learning rates.
Experience of Same Referrals
The impact of experience of the same task on performance (learning by doing) has been well established in a number of studies: manufacturing (aircraft production Alchian 1963 , Benkard 2000 , truck manufacturing , semiconductor manufacturing Hatch and Mowery 1998 , pizza Argote et al. 1990 ), knowledge work (software development Boh et al. 2007 , Singh et al. 2010 ; learning list of words Delany et al. 1998 ; services surgical procedures Kelsey et al. 1984 , Reagans et al. 2005 .
Results from these studies indicate that individual productivity improves as individuals gain experience of performing the same task.
Each referral request involves a number of steps and adequate medical and system knowledge needed to resolve it. An agent has the opportunity to accumulate knowledge about the system as well as to memorize the commonly required medical information. Knowledge of where information is located and the ability to acquire it in a timely manner improves an agent's efficiency (Ren et al. 2006 , Singh 2011 . As an agent acquires more of this knowledge, she becomes more proficient in performing the task. Our indicator of knowledge is the total number of referral requests of the same type that an agent has resolved in the past. As an agent's experience with resolving referrals of the same type increases, we expect her average resolution time to decrease.
Learning Rate Across Referral Types
Besides ability and motivation, a critical requirement for learning is the opportunity to learn (Argote et al. 2003) . Prior research has shown that if individuals or organizations have opportunities to experiment with their tasks, they learn at a higher rate (Sinclair et al. 2000 , Wiersma 2007 ). March (1981) argues that slack leads to unintentional learning. When individuals work under no slack they have little time to explore different ways to improve performance. However, when there is sufficient slack they can experiment. Furthermore, the longer the task (i.e., higher number of steps), the greater the room for experimenting to improve performance.
In this study, we use a classification based on the time pressure under which a task has to be performed: EM referral under high time pressure and (NE and NO) referrals under low time pressure. In an EM referral there is little room for experimenting as the patient is in life-threatening crisis. While resolving such a request, agents would have little time to explore. However, in an NE or NO referral, the work environment is somewhat relaxed and agents can experiment with ways to improve performance. Moreover, NO referrals have additional steps compared to NE referrals. This provides even greater opportunities to explore ways to improve performance in NO referrals. Hence we expect the learning rate to be highest for NO referrals and lowest for EM referrals. Note that, owing to the length of the tasks, EM will be resolved the fastest and NO will take the maximum time to resolve. Shafer et al. (2001) have found that people with higher expertise in a given area have a lower subsequent learning rate in that area. They argue that experts in an area have little capacity left to learn more in that area. The same idea forms the basis of the power law relationship between cumulative experience and performance (Wright 1936) . With experience, the time taken to perform the task decreases at a decreasing rate.
Learning Across Agent Types
The three tasks in our study require both medical and system knowledge. However, as shown in §2, the extent of medical and system knowledge required for each type differs. While EM referrals require the highest medical expertise to obtain a complete picture of the patient's conditions, NO referrals require the maximum system expertise to labor through a complex set of steps embedded in the IT-PRS to resolve the insurance problem.
The agents also differ in their backgrounds and hence also in the expertise they have. Domain experts are already relatively higher on medical expertise than system experts. Domain experts have less medical knowledge to acquire, but system experts need to acquire much of medical knowledge through experience. On the other hand, the system usage in EM is low because it involves the fewest steps. Hence, we expect for EM referrals the learning rate would be higher for system experts than for domain experts. However, owing to their backgrounds, the average resolution time to resolve the EM referrals in the first week would be lower for domain experts than system experts.
By definition, system experts are more proficient in system skills than domain experts. The NE and NO referrals require more system interactions than EM referrals. At the same time, domain experts have opportunities to explore the system and enhance their understanding. While the same opportunities exist for system experts, they have less capacity left to acquire more system skills. At the same time, system experts need to acquire medical knowledge that can be also obtained from NE and NO type requests. For example, NO and NE referrals provide agents with opportunities to explore ways to become efficient in using the medical resource database or come up with efficient strategies to remember and recall medical knowledge. This leads to two-way expectations: (a) for NO and NE type requests domain experts would acquire more system skills and will exhibit a higher learning rate than system experts, and (b) for NO and NE type requests system experts will gain more medical knowledge and attain a higher learning rate than domain experts. This becomes an empirical question, the answer to which would depend on the level of each type of knowledge required and the extent of difficulty in acquiring it. The average resolution time to resolve the NO and NE type task in the first week would be lower for system experts than domain experts, owing to their backgrounds. Ellis (1965) argues that individuals or organizations can increase their learning skills (learning how to Information Systems Research 22(3), pp. 586-605, © 2011 INFORMS learn) by doing related tasks. Doing multiple related tasks provides an individual with more opportunities to explore and transfer solutions from one task to another than focusing intensively on one task (March and Simon 1958) . However, there has been little empirical work on the impact of experience of one type of task on the performance of another type of task. Schillings et al. (2003) is the first study that investigates this question in an experimental setting. They argue that when an individual performs diverse but related tasks, that provides her with an opportunity to develop a deeper cognitive understanding of both tasks and hence should have a positive impact on the performance of each task.
Experience of Related Referrals
We argue that similar learning spillovers exist across the three types of referrals. The three types of referrals (EM, NE, and NO) are closely related because there is significant overlap among them. Hence, we expect experience of other type of referrals to reduce the average resolution time of the focal referral for all three types.
Effects of System Upgrade
Learning is a process that depends on experience and leads to long-term changes in potential (Anzai and Simon 1979) . Persistent reinforcement is required for sustaining the potential; else it becomes shallower and shallower, and eventually is lost (Ellis 1965 , Harlow 1949 . Epple et al. (1996) found that the knowledge acquired through production depreciates due to forgetting if the process is interrupted.
Although system upgrades are aimed at improving efficiency, they cause interruptions. The interruptions are kept at a minimal level given the critical nature of IT-PRS, which minimizes the level of forgetting. However, after the upgrade, the system changes to the extent that the relevance of experience gained before the upgrade may decrease. The change in relevance of prior experience upon system upgrade would depend on the type of experience that becomes irrelevant. The system upgrade in our study entails the elimination of a manual process and improvement of the booking system. It also introduced a variety of methods to obtain booking confirmations. This upgrade has no impact on the access to and type of medical knowledge needed to perform the task but has an impact on the system usage for the booking step (c). A change in the system is more likely to impact domain experts than system experts for several reasons. Domain experts have little system experience beyond the IT-PRS. In contrast, system experts have prior experience of different systems from other jobs. Furthermore, system experts are more likely to have faced system upgrades in their prior jobs and hence are more likely to have acquired strategies to minimize its immediate negative impact on performance. Hence, we expect the relevance of prior cumulative experience to decrease more for domain experts than for system experts upon the system upgrade.
On the positive side, upgrades of IT-PRS are directed at improving information exchange between hospitals through process innovations. Ashworth et al. (2004) have shown that as accumulated knowledge gets embedded in systems, organizations can more rapidly respond to changing environments. In the context of IT-PRS, through newly codified processes, agents can learn from experience in a more systematic way (Barley 1986 ). This process improvement is greater for those who are more familiar with the system environment (Edmondson et al. , 2003 . Pisano et al. (2001) find that when faced with a new technology, actors learn through their own trialand-reflection process. Those who are familiar with the environment thus have a distinct advantage in the learning process and hence move faster on the learning curve. Thus, we expect that the learning rate change subsequent to system upgrade will be higher for system experts in comparison to domain experts.
Model
In the conventional learning curve model, the measure of performance is assumed to be an inverse power function of the cumulative experience of performing the task. The logarithm of the performance measure thus bears an inverse linear relationship with the logarithm of experience. In contrast to prior studies, where an individual works on only one type of task, at our research site agents resolve all three types of tasks; hence, they gain experience of three referral types. In essence, the task at hand is a problemsolving task. Consequently, agents working in the same shift typically seek help from each other. Hence, one should account for the shift group experience along with the individual experience. Furthermore, the IT-PRS under study has undergone one major system change in the timeframe of our study, the introduction of the online booking system. Finally, agents in our setting possess different skills and hence, as argued earlier, will have different learning behavior. To account for these differences, we extend the conventional learning curve model in several important ways:
1. To account for different types of experiences, we introduce the experience of other types of referrals, shift group experience, and organizational experience in a multiplicative form to the experience of the same type of referral in the conventional learning curve framework. This maintains the inverse power law relationship between the performance measure and cumulative experience of each referral type, shift group experience, and organizational experience.
2. The effect of experience accumulated before the system upgrade on the performance of an agent after the system upgrade is allowed to differ from the effect of experience accumulated post system upgrade.
3. Heterogeneity in the learning behavior of agents is captured by allowing the learning rates, experience depreciation, and learning rate change parameters to vary across agents. Additionally, the nonexperience covariates are introduced in exponential forms. This follows recent work on learning curves by Reagans et al. (2005) .
Let ART ijt denote the average resolution time for referrals of type j by agent i during week t. Denote the number of referrals of type j resolved by agent i in week t by R ijt Let N ijt = t−1 k=1 R ijk be the stock of experience of resolving referrals of type j at the start of week t for agent i; let G gt = i ∀ g j N ijt be the sum of stock of experience of all referrals types for all agents in the same shift as i in week t; let O t be the sum of stock of organizational experience accumulated until week t measured as the total number of referrals resolved by the IT-PRS until week t since its start date; let j be the rate at which the ART reduces for referral type j as cumulative experience of the shift group increases; let j be the rate at which the ART reduces for referral type j as organizational experience increases; let X ijt be the set of corresponding controls. Using these variables, the basic learning curve model for resolving referrals of type j for agent i can be written as
Here j is the ART for referral type j in week 1, and j f is the learning rate from experience of referral type f on referral type j. Note that indicates that experience from related referral has higher (lower) effect on performance than the experience of the focal referral; for f = j, j f > 0 j f < 0 implies that the expertise from related referral negatively (positively) spills over to the focal referral.
The stock of experience of the three types of referrals increases with time for each agent. Due to this time trend the stocks of experience of the three referral types are highly correlated. That is, N i1t , N i2t , and N i3t are correlated to the extent that we cannot consistently estimate Equation (1) in the present form.
However, the stock of experience of each referral type increases at a different rate. To take advantage of this difference, we modify Equation (1) as
These transformations reduce the correlations to acceptable levels for consistent estimation. Note in Equation (2), any agent-or referral-specific covariates that do not change over time get cancelled out.
Accounting for System Change Let W be the week when the system upgrade took place, and let N ifW , G gW , and O W be the stock of experience accumulated by the individual agent, group, and organization by week W , respectively. To account for this change and to measure the effect of system upgrade on performance we update N ifW , G gW , O W and their corresponding coefficients for t > W as follows:
This updating states that the experience at the start of the work after system upgrade is j percent of the experience available at the end of the period preceding the system upgrade. If j < 1 ( j > 1 , it implies the experience before system upgrade is less (more) relevant to performance after system upgrade than the experience after system upgrade. The parameter j accounts for the learning rate change due to the system upgrade. If j > 0 j < 0 , the new system has lower (higher) rate of learning compared to the old system. To account for serial correlation we introduce the errors exponentially in Equation (2) as follows:
2 We also allow for higher orders of serial correlation. The results indicate that AR(1) accounts for serial correlation appropriately. 
Accounting for Agent Heterogeneity We incorporate heterogeneity in the learning behavior of individuals by allowing the learning rates, experience depreciation, and learning rate change parameters to vary across individuals. Hence, in our model, j if , ij , ij , ij , and ij are random effects parameters. Observed agent level characteristics, such as prior skills or demographics, that might affect the rate of learning are introduced into the model in a hierarchical manner (Allenby and Ginter 1995) . Let
ij be the set of random-effect parameters. It can be written as a function of observed and unobserved agent characteristics as
where Z i is a vector of agent characteristics for agent i, is a matrix of parameters, relating the individual characteristics to the random effect parameters j i , and j i ∼ N 0 j . By allowing this specification, each individual is allowed its own learning rates, experience depreciation, and learning rate change parameters. For example, if Z is an indicator variable that equals one when the agent has system expertise and zero otherwise, and is negative and statistically significantly different from zero, then it would imply that the learning rate for agents with system expertise is higher than the learning rate of agents without system expertise on average.
We estimate the learning curve models for the three types of referrals separately. Ideally, one would prefer to estimate this learning curve model for the three calls simultaneously in a seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) framework. While the SUR model does not affect consistency, it has the potential to improve efficiency of estimates. If we estimate the SUR model, we can include only those agent-week observations for which data for all three types of calls are available. In our data set, the three calls have different rates of arrival. While the emergency calls have the highest rate, the nonemergency, out-of-network calls have the slowest rate. Often an agent might not get a nonemergency, out-of-network call during a week. For such a week, observations for the other two types of calls will have to be dropped out of the data set for estimation as a SUR framework, which might affect the consistency of results. Hence we estimate them separately.
Retrieving the Average Resolution Time for Week 1 While j f provides the learning rate, it is not a measure of true performance. To get a true indicator of performance one needs to combine the learning rate with the average resolution time ( j in week 1. Equation (4) does not include j because it got cancelled out in Equation (2). However, with consistent estimates of j if , ij , ij , ij , ij , and j , we can use Equation (1) to retrieve ij by estimating
The parameter ij is allowed to vary across agents. The agent characteristics are introduced in a hierarchical manner, as before. While not shown in Equation (5), we account for serial correlation during estimation. Table 2 summarizes our expectation about the magnitude of each parameter.
Data
Data for our analysis come from two archival sources availed to us by the IT-PRS. The first is the referral sheet. It contains complete details about referral requests, including duration data and information about which agents, physicians, and hospitals are involved. It forms the basis of our dependent variable and all referral related independent variables, including several control variables that might affect the duration of a referral. The control variables that constitute vector X in Equation (3) The average resolution time to resolve the NO and NE type task in the first week would be lower for system experts than domain experts.
Experience of related referrals Experience of related referrals will reduce the average resolution time of focal referral for all three types
The relevance of experience acquired before system upgrade to decrease more for domain experts than for system experts after the system upgrade.
The system upgrade has a positive impact on the rate of learning for all three types of requests.
An increase in the rate of learning is smaller for domain experts than for system experts. The descriptive statistics and correlations for the agent heterogeneity variables are shown in Table 3 . About 28% of the agents have domain experience, 34% system experience, and 9% both at the time of joining this IT-PRS. The descriptive statistics and correlations of key variables are provided in Tables 4-6. The baseline correlations provide initial support for the classical learning curve. Cumulative experience is negatively related to the average resolution time for all referrals. The baseline correlation also provides support for our prediction that the experience of other kind of calls improves the performance of focal referral.
Results
We estimate the learning curve models for the three types of referrals separately. Each model is estimated using a standard MCMC hierarchical Bayes estimation procedure, using a Gibbs sampler and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm coded in Matlab (Rossi et al. 2005) . To reduce the autocorrelation between draws of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and to improve the mixing of the MCMC, we used 3 Note that because we do not have duration data for EM referrals before June 2005 (date of system upgrade) we cannot estimate the learning rate change due to system upgrade, E , for EM referrals. (Atchade 2006) . In the hierarchical Bayes procedure, the first 100,000 observations were used as burn-in and the last 25,000 were used to calculate the conditional posterior distributions. To assess the convergence of the MCMC, the within to between variance for each parameter estimated across multiple chains was compared (Gelman and Rubin 1992) . The full estimation procedure is provided in an appendix to this paper.
The hierarchical Bayes estimation results for EM referrals are provided in Table 7 , followed by the results of week 1 average resolution time model in Table 8 . The corresponding results for NE referrals (NO referrals) are provided in Tables 9 and 10  (Tables 11 and 12). For Tables 7, 9 , and 11 we report only the posterior means and standard deviations of the observed and unobserved heterogeneity parameters. All the models include control variables (over 30), which are listed in the tables but are not reported in detail, to conserve space. Notes. In Tables 3-5 , to maintain confidentiality of the data the mean and std. dev. are masked by a number. While the mean and standard deviations are for untransformed variables the correlations are for the variables transformed as in Equation (3). Variance components correspond to the diagonal element of E . Control variables, not shown above, include physician experience, number of calls, preferred hospital, preferred physician, medical service requested indicators (cardiology, general medicine, neurosurgery, traumatic surgery, neurology, hemotology, general surgery, gastroenterology, pulmonary medicine, genetics, gynecology, cardiothoracic), admission type (urgent, same day); transferring from unit (ED, ICU, MED, surgery, home), arrival mode (ground, car, air transport, team ground, team air), and time dummies.
* The 90% confidence interval does not include zero. * * The 95% confidence interval does not include zero. * The 90% confidence interval does not include zero. * * The 95% confidence interval does not include zero.
Experience of Same Referral and Learning Rates Across Referrals
For all three referrals, we find evidence that experience of the same referral reduces average resolution time. For estimation purposes, the ART was measured in seconds. For EM referrals, the coefficient of the intercept (−0.067) is the learning rate of an agent who does not have domain or system experience and is a male with no college education (Table 7) . This learning rate is also significant because the 95% confidence interval of the posterior distribution of the intercept coefficient does not include zero. The corresponding learning rates for NE and NO type referrals are −0.107 (Table 9 ) and −0.189 (Table 11) , respectively. This supports our prediction that EM referrals have the lowest learning rate and NO referrals have the highest learning rate. As predicted, the average resolution time during week 1 for EM referrals (8.018) is the shortest and for NO referrals (9.237) the longest.
Learning Across Agent Types
The learning rate across agents can be understood by examining the coefficients corresponding to the heterogeneity covariates. For emergency calls, the coefficient corresponding to the experience of EM referrals and the heterogeneity parameter, domain experience, is positive (0.018). This means that having domain experience corresponds to a lower learning rate from EM referrals. The corresponding effect for system experience is negative (−0.009). This implies that the system experts have higher learning rates. To fully understand how it varies across agents, one needs to calculate the coefficient for domain and system experts. For EM referrals the learning rate for domain expert is given by (−0 067 + 0 018 = −0 049), and for system experts it is given by (−0 067 − 0 009 = −0 076). The probability p
, where the superscript D denotes domain and S denotes system Experts.
4 This supports our prediction that for EM referrals the system experts would have higher learning rate than domain experts. The week 1 average resolution time for EM referrals for domain experts is exp 8 018 − 0 529 = 7 489 . The corresponding time for system experts is exp 8 018 .
5 The probability p D E < S E = 0 98. Hence, domain experts perform much better compared to system experts at the beginning. 4 Recall from §4 that a smaller implies higher rate of learning. 5 Note that the coefficient corresponding to system experience in Table 6 is not significantly different from zero. Variance components correspond to the diagonal element of NO . Control variables, not shown above, include physician experience, number of calls, preferred hospital, preferred physician, medical service requested indicators (cardiology, general medicine, neurosurgery, traumatic surgery, neurology, hemotology, general surgery, gastroenterology, pulmonary medicine, genetics, gynecology, cardiothoracic), admission type (urgent, same day); transferring from unit (ED, ICU, MED, surgery, home), arrival mode (ground, car, air transport, team ground, team air), and time dummies.
* The 90% confidence interval does not include zero. * * The 95% confidence interval does not include zero. Dependent variable: Log(LHS of Equation (5) * The 90% confidence interval does not include zero. * * The 95% confidence interval does not include zero.
For NE referrals (Tables 9 and 10 Hence, as expected, we do not find statistically significant difference between week 1 average resolution times and learning rates corresponding to experience of same referrals for system and domain experts for NE referrals.
For NO referrals (Table 11 and Hence, as predicted, system experts have lower week 1 average resolution time. However, domain experts have a higher learning rate for NO referrals. Thus domain experts seem to improve their systems skills more than system experts are able to gain medical knowledge from NO referrals. Figure 1 graphically shows the learning curves of system and domain experts for EM, NE, and NO referrals.
Experience of Related Referrals
The results indicate that there are statistically significant learning spillovers across referrals as predicted. For EM referrals, the learning rates from experience of NE and NO referrals are −0.078 and −0.076, respectively. For NE referrals the learning rates from experience of EM and NO referrals are −0.023 and −0.111, respectively. For NO referrals, the learning rates from experience of EM and NE referrals are −0.015 and −0.139, respectively. Note that all these parameters are significant as their 95% confidence intervals do not include zero.
Effects of System Upgrade
For all three referrals, the relevance of experience accumulated prior to system upgrade is lower after the system upgrade. The depreciation coefficient for EM, NE, and NO referrals are 0.741, 0.757, and 0.819, respectively. For EM referrals, domain and system experts face an experience depreciation of 0 The results also indicate an improvement in learning rates after the system upgrade for NE and NO referrals. For NE and NO referrals the learning rate increases are −0.004 and −0.016, respectively. For NE referrals, domain and system experts have a learning rate increase after system upgrade of −0 004 − 0 002 = −0 006 and −0 004 − 0 006 = −0 010 , respectively, with p S NE < D NE = 0 90 The learning rate increase for NO referrals after system upgrade for domain and system experts is −0.016 and −0 016 − 0 004 = −0 020 , respectively, with p S NO < D NO = 0 90 This means, as predicted, system experts have a higher increase in learning rate than domain experts after the system upgrade for both NE and NO referrals.
For NE referrals, a domain (system) expert with experience of resolving 100 NE referrals at the time of system upgrade will need to resolve, on average, approximately 25 (zero) more NE referrals after the system upgrade to reach the productivity level she would have achieved had the upgrade not taken place. In other words, her productivity would have been at the same level after 125 (100) NE referrals whether or not the upgrade took place. Similarly, for NO referrals, an agent with domain (system) experience of resolving 100 NO referrals, will need to resolve on average 22 (zero) more NO referrals before her performance can reach the level she would have achieved had the upgrade not taken place. For these calculations we assume that agent demographics, experience of related tasks, and group and organizational experience do not affect the average resolution time of the focal referral. The system upgrade effects for NE and NO referrals are shown in Figure 2. 
Discussion
In this section, we consider our results on learning rates for domain and system experts for same task and how the experience of related referrals might affect the learning rate of both domain and system experts. In addition, we discuss robustness checks on our estimated models.
Our results revealed that the learning rates are higher for more complex tasks. Meanwhile, the results indicating that tasks with more slack have higher learning rates should be considered carefully. While NO is more complex than NE, the slack involved in both these types of tasks is similar. By comparing the learning rates of these two tasks, we can conclude that more complex tasks have higher learning rate. However, we cannot make a similar statement about tasks with varying levels of slack. EM is the only task that is performed without slack. However, it is also the least complex task. We cannot conclude from the results whether lower learning rate of EM is due to its lack of slack or less complexity. Learning curves are often characterized in terms of progress ratio (p) . The progress ratio implies that each doubling of experience leads to a reduction in resolution time to a percentage p of its former value. For EM tasks, the learning rate corresponds to a 2 −0 067 = 95 5% progress ratio. Thus each doubling of experience in EM tasks leads to a 4.5% reduction in average resolution time. For domain (system) experts the progress ratio for EM tasks is 96.7% (94.9%). The corresponding progress ratios for NE and NO type referrals are domain experts-NE (91.5%); system experts-NE (92.1%); domain experts-NO (83.4%); and system experts-NO (87.3%).
Experience of Related Referrals Across Agent Types
As shown below, our results indicate that domain and system experts face different levels of learning spillovers among the referrals.
EM Referrals
For EM tasks, domain experts learn from NE and NO at about the same rate. Specifically, 
EM S EM
= 0 99 A potential explanation is that EM is performed under time pressure, whereas NE and NO are not. Hence, NE and NO would provide greater opportunities to improve performance on the steps involved in EM than EM itself. Interestingly, for EM referrals, system experts have a higher learning rate from the related tasks than the domain experts,
Recall that EM tasks require deep medical knowledge. Lacking medical knowledge, system experts are probably able to pick up such expertise from NE and NO tasks that help them overcome their deficiency and perform EM tasks better. Domain experts, already endowed with medical knowledge, have relatively less room to improve their performance in EM tasks.
NE Referrals
For NE referrals, the learning rates from experience of EM referrals for domain and system experts are = 0 98. This implies that in comparison to system experts, domain experts benefit more from NO referrals, and are able to transfer newly learned skills from NO referrals to improve their performance on NE referrals. A possible explanation is that NO referrals are very system intensive and domain experts get more opportunities to hone their system skills on NO referrals. Furthermore, system experts learn at the same rate from NE and NO and the least from EM. Specifically, p = 0 99 A natural question is whether learning spillovers tell a consistent story. It appears that they do. Our results indicate that higher learning spillovers occur from more complex tasks to easier ones and not vice versa. This suggests that putting new agents on more complex (NE or NO) tasks would be a better strategy as it would increase their performance on even EM tasks (assuming they have sufficient training to execute these complex tasks flawlessly). Furthermore, as expected, the learning spillovers are also higher from task with slack (NE and NO) to tasks without slack (EM) and not vice versa. Note that the tasks with slack are the more complex tasks. Hence, the two effects are confounded. Ideally, we would like to tease the two effects apart. However, given the archival data, in the presence of both these factors (task complexity and time pressure) it is not possible to isolate these two effects.
Another question is whether different types of agents show the same pattern for learning spillovers. Given an agent type, the results are consistent with the overall pattern where learning spillovers are higher from complex to simple tasks. However, across agent types the patterns differ. It turns out that in case of complex and system-intensive NE and NO tasks learning spillovers from, NO and NE, respectively, are higher for domain experts, whereas learning spillovers from EM tasks are higher (although statistically not significant) for system experts. This result goes back to our earlier argument that domain experts require more system knowledge, whereas system experts need to obtain more domain knowledge. The patterns of learning spillovers to NE and NO tasks across agent types support this argument to some extent. However, the learning spillovers to less complex and more domain intensive EM tasks from NE and NO tasks are higher for system experts. This result is counter to earlier patterns of spillover to NE and NO tasks. It can be explained by the fact that while NE and NO tasks require both domain and system expertise, EM tasks require less system expertise and more domain knowledge. It is likely that while domain experts acquire more system expertise from NE and NO tasks than system experts, system experts acquire more domain expertise from these tasks than domain experts. The system expertise that domain experts acquire by resolving NE and NO tasks does not help them much in improving their performance on EM tasks, whereas the domain expertise that system experts acquire from resolving NE and NO tasks helps them more in resolving EM tasks.
Robustness Checks. While the results are mostly consistent with our predictions, several issues need to be resolved to improve confidence in our results. The first issue deals with unknown experience. Our experience variables are based on the number of referrals resolved by an agent during the observation period. However, agents also get experience during their training period, which is not included in the observation period. Besides, the IT-PRS has been operational since 1999. However, we have data from only 2002 onward. Hence, unobserved experience might affect the amount of experience that an agent and hence the shift group and organization might have. To deal with this issue we follow Darr et al. (1995) and include agent specific coefficients q i to capture the unobserved agent level experience accumulated by the agent during the training period. We also include a coefficient q o to capture the unobserved organizational experience. Thus, we estimated Equations (4) and (5) with the agent experience variables as (agent experience +q i and organizational experience as (organization experience +q o . The results from this estimation are consistent with those already described.
The second issue is the unequal spacing between observations. We have a time series data set. To control for serial correlation among observations close in time for an agent, we have modeled the error terms with AR(1) covariance structure. The conventional AR(1) model assumes equal spacing among observations. However, our data set has unequal spacing. This unequal spacing can influence our findings. Following Hamilton (1994) , as a robustness check we use a spatial covariance structure that allows for correlation among observations to decline as a function of time. Specifically, the covariance between observations at t 1 and t 2 are modeled as cov y t 1 y t 2 = 2 t 1 −t 2 , where is the autocorrelation parameter and < 1 and 2 is the overall variance. The results from the model with spatial covariance structure are similar to the ones described above.
The third issue relates to unequal error variance across agents. The results presented in Tables 7 to  12 assume constant error variances (homoskedasticity) across agents. This can affect the efficiency of our results if the error variances vary across agents (heteroskedasticity). A technique used in the hierarchical models to address this issue is to allow the variance to depend linearly or quadratically on explanatory variables (Snijders and Bosker 1999) . As a robustness check, we modeled error variances as a function of agent characteristics. Specifically, we modeled 2 i = 2 + Z i , where Z i is a vector of agent characteristics for agent i, and is a vector of parameters relating the individual characteristics to 2 i . The results from the estimation of this model are consistent with the ones described above. Thus our results are robust to specifications that take into account unknown organizational experience, unequal spacing among observations, and heteroskedastic errors.
Finally, we explored whether knowledge depreciates over time even without an upgrade. For example, would knowledge acquired 10 days ago be less relevant than that of knowledge acquired 1 day ago in resolving a referral? We incorporated this decay by allowing an exponential smoothing function for experience (i.e., discount the experience by how far it was in time). The results indicate that there is no appreciable knowledge decay. A possible reason is that agents have been working on similar tasks continuously. We would have expected decay to happen if the tasks they were working on evolved (changed significantly) over time so that the knowledge acquired from the task in past may not be used in the present task and hence may be forgotten.
Conclusion
IT-PRS presents a classical example of management of a critical task through a healthcare IT artifact. From a systems perspective, understanding of this integration between systems and healthcare provisions and its management is of key importance. In this study, we examine a healthcare IT artifact and reveal insights into how system and healthcare aspects interact and affect its performance.
In this paper we examined heterogeneity in agents' backgrounds and their learning behaviors across different task types using data from a large IT-PRS. We found that learning rates differ across referrals. While EM referrals take the least amount of time to resolve, learning rate is highest for the most complex NO referrals. The IT-PRS exhibits a learning rate of 4.5% for EM referrals, 7.2% for NE referrals, and 12.3% for NO referrals. This is slower than the learning rate of manufacturing (on average 20%) (Alchian 1963 , Benkard 2000 and more comparable to other service settings (on average 8%) (Kelsey et al. 1984 , Reagans et al. 2005 .
6 Domain and system experts are found to exhibit significantly different learning behaviors. Significant and varying learning spillovers among the three referral request types are also observed.
In addition, the performance of domain experts is affected more adversely in comparison to the performance of system experts immediately after a system upgrade. The learning rate change subsequent to the system upgrade is also more positive for system experts in comparison to domain experts. Overall, system upgrades are found to have a long term positive impact on the performance of both domain and system experts. This may lead to increased productivity of agents and reduce IT-PRS costs. While monetary saving by increased agent productivity is one dimension of benefit from the system upgrade, a more important and beneficial dimension is the increased customer satisfaction and the subsequent gain in business as well as retention of existing customers.
Our research setting allowed us to extend the learning curve literature by affording us to investigate how learning rates of individuals differ when they have different skills but perform same tasks. Similarly, we studied how learning rates change across related tasks. We were thus able to examine learning spillovers among task types with respect to learning behavior. We were also able to study how the experience of one type of referral coould affect the performance of another referral, for both domain and system experts.
In the literature, learning rate changes for workers with diverse skills due to IT system upgrades have not been studied before. We have shown that system upgrades aiming at improving performance might be counterproductive in the short term because they lead to substantive depreciation of accumulated knowledge. Such a negative impact is more serious for those with low computer-related skills. Furthermore, the productivity gain due to system upgrades is greater among those with computer-related skills.
Our research has important implications for practice. First, it provides evidence that system upgrades can substantially reduce the relevance of experience for users lacking computing skills and can lead to productivity loss in the short term. In IT-PRS, even temporary reductions in productivity are costly because referral requests are executed under time-critical constraints. Second, when hiring new agents, IT-PRS can minimize productivity interruptions due to inexperienced agents by considering the impact of agents' heterogeneous backgrounds. For example, the IT-PRS management can ask new agents with domain knowledge to process more emergency referral requests when they are first hired. Thanks to their domain knowledge, they can efficiently process emergency requests as well as experienced system experts. Once they acquire sufficient experience, they can begin to process NE and NO requests. Over time, they can profit from learning spillovers across tasks. Such practices will help IT-PRS under high turnover hire new agents without severe interruptions in overall productivity.
By applying and extending learning curve models in the IT-PRS context, we have sought to understand how users with diverse skills improve their performance in related tasks over time. Using a rich data set of referral calls over multiple years we are able to understand how the productivity of agents for the three tasks evolve with time. Absent our framework, we will have limited understanding of how domain and system experts learn across the tasks or how the experience of doing one task may help the execution of a related task. Our findings on how the productivity and learning rates of domain and system experts change after a system upgrade are also new. As a result, we provide a rigorous explanation of how the business value of IT systems evolves over time.
Although our context is the healthcare industry, many of the results are applicable to other automated call center environments. In many industries today, both employees and customers need assistance in tasks that require both system and domain knowledge. For example, financial, telecommunications, logistics, and information technology companies provide support for real-time problem solving tasks requiring domain expertise and deep procedural knowledge embedded in computer systems. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find agents who have extensive domain knowledge and possess strong system skills. Our research provides an in depth clue to productivity and learning in environments where agents with different skills perform multiple tasks with overlapping processes.
Our paper also has a few limitations. First, we had only one system upgrade event during the sample period. As a result, it might be argued that this single event is not representative of common system upgrades in organizations. We have confirmed through interviews with managers in the site that the upgrade of the booking system was not exceptional compared to other common IT-related upgrades from the agents' perspective. Nevertheless, having multiple system upgrade events would have improved the generalizability of our results. Second, due to the nature of work at the research site, we had only two types of agents in our analysis. The case where agents may have expertise in three or more areas requires further research.
The importance of IT in the healthcare industry will continue to grow. In fact, the adoption of ITbased innovations in the healthcare industry has been slower compared to other industries due to greater organizational barriers and regulatory reasons. Our work is a first attempt at modeling the impact of interruptions on the rate of learning across different users and tasks in the healthcare context. Future research should be directed toward uncovering the effects of different types of system changes on learning behaviors.
Appendix. Learning Curves of Agents with Diverse Skills in Information Technology Enabled Physician Referral Systems Hierarchical Bayes Estimation Procedure
We have two types of parameters: (1) vary across agents, (2) constant across agents.
j represents the set of parameters that vary across agents for referral type j (random effects parameters)
ij . And j represents the set of parameters that do not vary across agents for referral type j. Let L ln RART ij be the likelihood function for Equation (3). Furthermore, we have Z i as a vector of agent characteristics for agent i, as a matrix of parameters, relating the individual characteristics to the random effect parameters j i , and j i ∼ N 0 j . For notational simplification, we will suppress the referral type subscript or superscript j from here on. The model is estimated using a standard MCMC hierarchical Bayes estimation procedure, using a Gibbs sampler and the Metropolis Hastings algorithm coded in Matlab (Rossi et al. 2005) . In the hierarchical Bayes procedure, the first 100,000 observations were used as burn-in and the last 25,000 were used to calculate the conditional posterior distributions. The MCMC works as follows. MCMC recursively generates draw from the conditional distribution of the model's parameters:
where E i and X i are the covariates representing experience and control variables as in Equation (3).
Step 1. Generate i Fraction of experience acquired prior to system upgrade that is still available after system upgrade.
Vector of agent characteristics for agent i
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is used to draw from the conditional distribution of i . To reduce the autocorrelation between draws of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and to improve the mixing of the MCMC, we used an adaptive Metropolis adjusted Langevin algorithm (Atchade 2006) .
Step 2. Generate u 0 and V 0 are prior hyperparameters. We use diffuse prior for both these hyperparameters. Z = Z 1 Z N is an N × nz matrix of covariates. nz is the dimension of Z i = 1 N is an N × n matrix that stacks i . n is the dimension of i matrix of covariates.
u 0 is set to n × 1 vector of zeros and V 0 = 100I n
Step 3. Generate
where IW is inverse Wishart distribution, f 0 and G 0 are prior hyperparameters. We use diffuse prior for both these hyperparameters. f 0 = n + 5, and G 0 = I n Step 4. Generate
− 0 L ln RART 0 and V 0 are prior hyperparameters. We use diffuse prior for both these hyperparameters. 0 is set to n × 1 vector of zeros and V 0 = 30I n . Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is used to draw from the conditional distribution of . An acceptance probability of 23% is achieved.
Convergence Check. We follow the method suggested by Gelman and Rubin (1992) to check whether convergence has been achieved. The within to between variance for each parameter estimated across multiple chains was compared. Across five parallel chains, the scale reduction estimate for all parameters estimated was lower than 1.1, which indicated that the convergence was achieved.
Acceptance Rates for Metropolis Hastings. For Step 1, the acceptance rates achieved for EM, NE, and NO referrals were approximately 18%, 18%, and 20%, respectively. For Step 4, the acceptance rates achieved for EM, NE, and NO referrals were approximately 20%, 19%, and 22%, respectively.
